THE TESTIMONY OF DOCTOR.ONYIA FROM BVM HOSPITAL,

OLODI-APAPA

QUESTION: Have you worked in any other hospital before this place?
Doctor. I was with Lagoon Hospital, I was with Tin Can Hospital before this place

QUESTION So that means you’ve come across a lot of Drugs being a practitioner for about 8 years.
Doctor. No, No More than 8 years This is my 15th or 16th years practice

QUESTION. Being a practitioner for about 16 years that means you’ve come across a lot of Doctorugs. You have prescribed Drugs for patients and have seen the effects on them. So how did you come across Jobelyn?
Doctor. Actually a patient of mine whose child has sickle cell. Their only child and their only son has sickle cell disease introduced this Drug to me about 1997 June

QUESTION Was the patient using the dug ?
Doctor. Yes, Yes, Yes, they were my patients. They were always coming here for one patient we always have. So every one or two months, I must see them. But for a time of about 6 months I did not see them. The last I saw them the child was looking so fine. I now asked them what is the magic and I’ve not seen you. They now said this medicine called Jubi formula they have been going to Ikeja to buy this medicine. Eh, the child uses it, just one capsule everyday and is now looking so fine I said ok. I am interested. I now started using it....

QUESTION. On your patients?
Doctor. On my patient

QUESTION. What was your experience?
Doctor. Very wonderful

QUESTION. The Doctorug is very wonderful
Doctor. Yea, Yes, in fact, I started exclusively sickle cell patients. I had about 10 of them at that time. I introduced all of them to it. After giving them for sometime,
I even introduced them to Ikeja to go and buy from there. One of them went and bought about 10 packs at a time so after about 2 years I lost all of them. It does not mean they died, they did not die. They stopped frequenting my clinic because all of them got well. They are looking good and looking healthy

**QUESTION.** So till now they are still healthy?
**Doctor.** In fact till now I just see them on the street or in the church and we say hello. Since 1998 till now more than 6 years.

**QUESTION.** You’re talking of the sickle cell patients now. You said you used it on some of them and they are now fine?
**Doctor.** I used it on all my sickle cell patients and they have all gotten well. I have not lost any of them. None of them has died. All of them are just living fine. Even their malarias and typhoids have stop coming.

**QUESTION.** As a doctor sir, what do you think is the effect?
**Doctor.** Definitely for just the first 6 months we were monitoring them we noticed that, dramatically, their Hb that used to be at 6, 7 Hb, 6,7 you get my point, we started seeing the Hb of 11 for the 1st time in a sickler. One of them even get to 12.6 almost 13

**QUESTION.** What is the Hb of a normal person?
**Doctor.** A normal person used to be between 11 and 16. The lower level is for women, the upper level for men

**QUESTION.** But for a sickler we have....
**Doctor.** A sickler on the average, a sickler without this Drug the average we’re going to be seeing is between 6 and 9 highest 10 with this Jobelyn, then it was Jubi formula now it is Jobelyn I started seeing Hb of constantly 11, 12

**QUESTION.** How long does this have to take, it takes like weeks, days...?
**Doctor.** Within one or two weeks, I must confess, highest 2 months
QUESTION. Does it mean the sickler doesn’t have to be a sickler again after taking the Drug?
Doctor. No they were still sicklers. Their genotype were still SS. But each time you do their Hb levels they were now between 11, 10, 11, 12

QUESTION. Does it mean they will stay at that level. It will still be 11, 12 if they keep taking the Jobelyn?
Doctor. Yes, Yes, Yes by my experience. four years, is it 4 days? 4 years, 6 years. They have all remained each time I see them. One of them..... though they have packed out of this area, they still come back to me because I have been their... doctor for more than 8 years. They came back, I screened him, Hb level, despite there were some infection in him... Hb level was still 11.6

QUESTION. As long as he keeps taking...
Doctor. He has been on that Drug all these 4 years.

QUESTION. As long as he keeps taking it?
Doctor. Just one a day

QUESTION. Will it stop them from having their attacks?
Doctor. The attack has stopped anyway

QUESTION. Has stopped?
Doctor. Has stopped. If it has not stopped they will come to see me

QUESTION. The attack will not come back to them again?.
Doctor. In 4 years, I’ve not seen them having any attacks, 4,5,6 years, I ve not seen even one of them have any attacks. So what’s my own? I will keep on recommending it for them.

QUESTION. Have you tried to test the Drug on any HIV patient?
Doctor. I ‘m trying to use it on many patients who have low Hb level, of course patients who have HIV also have low Hb levels, because when their white cell counts are going down and actually all the blood cells in their bodies are going that is why they are being anaemic. That is why they lose weight. All the cells in their bodies are going down, muscle cells, Even their brain cells.... The few that
had HIV, I was using it for them with the mind of raising their Hb levels. I now noticed they are also looking well, are also eating better and of course their Hb level also got up

QUESTION. If their Hb level is going up that means Jobelyn has something to do with the immune system

Doctor. It means that Jobelyn has something to do with the entire cell multiplication system of the body. My own thinking is that every fast multiplying cell in the body that is being exposed to this Jobelyn does much better. And in fact I think they call it the fastest multiplying.... In everybody the cells that multiply every time are the skin cells and the blood cells. Even if somebody is ageing, he keeps on reproducing red blood cells, white blood cells and skin cells. even if somebody has stopped producing new muscles, producing new bones, they are always producing these ones. I won’t be surprised if it works so well on white blood cells, CD 4 cells and others.

QUESTION. What is the effect of this Jobelyn on the red blood cells?

Doctor. Like I said before. In fact in this particular practice in the last 3 years to be specific, I have done blood transfusion only once in the last 3 years. this is a place where we have on the average 5 to 6 patient on admission every time.... very serious patient. We have resident doctors here in the midnight they will report every time very bad patients. This is a low income area you can understand. So Hb level is always low, infections of the highest order, typhoid, cholera, very very severe gastro enteritis etc. But all of them despite the low blood levels and the infections once we’re treating the infections... I place them on Jobelyn. Two, three days their Hb levels will come up. I have had to use about 3 capsules 3 times a day and within 2 days I have always been confident even those of them having active bleeding within 2,3 days their Hb levels will come up 5, 6 you start seeing great 9. In the next 4,5 days you start seeing 10,11 12 and they are well.

QUESTION. Jobelyn now is said to be an immune booster, an energizer and as a blood normalizer. Does it means that for those who are not ill you still recommend it for them?

Doctor. Not just those...... Almost everybody. In fact I have not used any other blood medicine since I got to know Jobelyn.
QUESTION. Does it work that good?
Doctor. Yes, even pregnant women. I don’t bother to tell them to take Iron tablets....

QUESTION. You can recommend it for pregnant women too?
Doctor. Not that I can, I do use it for them.

QUESTION. It is good for pregnant women?
Doctor. Yes, It is good very very good. I also use it.

QUESTION. As a doctor who has been in it close to about 15, 16, years now can you recommend Jobelyn to any other doctor for usage?
Doctor. In fact I have had to introduce this medicine to doctors in our own zone of NMA. our own local zone, Olodi-Apapa zone. I had to after using it for more than 2, 3 years and was seeing its wonderful works. I had to because there was no need keeping this thing to myself. I know they had some reluctance about that but I said men, this is a medicine that is working. I did not care what you think about it, but this is a medicine that has been working for me as a medicine that raises Hb levels in every patient even cancer patients. Women who are delivering and lost a lot of blood the Hb goes down from 13, 12 to 6. I don’t bother transfusing blood

QUESTION. For cancer patent, is it only their Hb level that has to be worked on for their cancer......
Doctor. I am not saying it cures cancer but what I am saying is general well being. You see them looking better with the patent. Once the Hb regularises in the body, it is just like a growing plant, if you starve it of water, you see everything sink, everything sag. But if you just give it fresh water before the evening you see everything looking strong even if it has had some sickness really. That is what I think of it.... When I introduced it to them at the next meeting and there about, some of my colleagues told me we’ve started using it and it really works.

QUESTION. As a doctor and having been in the field for this long, what will you say to any other person out there about Jobelyn?
Doctor. In fact all I have to say is this, there is no need buying all these Indian Doctorugs. They say blood builder, blood one fixing or the other I was so happy that
I saw a Nigerian product, I was so surprised and asked can anything good come out of Nigeria? Even the packaging was so wonderful. A Drug made in Nigerian and it really works and better than all those Indian and imported Drugs. There is no blood medicine in the market that I have not tested before I got in contact with this. Since it works very well for everybody and since it is a natural product from vegetables in the forest. I know that most natural vegetables in the forest once they are not toxic, they have no adverse effects even for babies in the wombs. It is just like plucking a vegetable and eating it. That is my own thinking. I use it for everybody.

One woman was brought who has taken 4 pints of blood somewhere in Awka though she had HIV. 4 pints of blood and every one week the blood will be short. I just treated her for infections and placed her on Jobelyn. I did not transfuse her with a pint of blood. 4 pints of blood with HIV and she was still dying and they brought her all the way from Awka. I felt challenged…

**QUESTION.** Are you saying that Jobelyn increased the blood level, it normalises....

Doctor. Yes, of course, the Hb level is increased so wonderfully that the woman because normal. She did not need any transfusion again.

**QUESTION.** I asked you sir, your advice

Doctor. I’ve said it before that I do take it myself. In fact one capsule everyday. Any time I remember I kept one in my parlour on my dinning table, I take one once a day. I know I am healthy so I am also recommending it to everybody both the healthy and the sick, both young and old, both the pregnant and unpregnant. I have found it very very useful.

**QUESTION.** Sir, what is the experience of your colleagues with this particular Doctorug?

Doctor. That reminds me. The Christmas period when I was away, my younger doctors were left alone Doctor Ejele here a product of University of Benin has been working with us for some months. When I travelled out for Christmas I left them here, there was one particular ailment he used it for, Doctor. Ejele, what is your experience?

Doctor. Ejele: Thank you very much. My name is Doctor. Ejele, I graduated from University of Benin. The summary of what I can say about Jobelyn is Jobelyn is simply a substitute for blood transfusion.
It was magical. In fact I have to start calling all my friends and colleagues to start telling them the story because this is a revelation. This is a revelation, I must confess. There was a baby of 3 days old with a haemoglobin level of 6. I commenced the baby on Jobelyn syrup. After 1 week the Hb level rose to 13.3. That could only be a miracle from the scientific point of view, because the normal blood production from bone marrow, the whole process will take about 28 days not one week. I must confess that, with Jobelyn, there is no need for blood transfusion any longer. It was an impressive experience.

*QUESTION.* Thank you very much sirs.